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Non-destructive segment size measurement
for complex Tobacco Heating Products
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Introduction
Tobacco heating product (THP) constructions are becoming increasingly 
complex and tools for quality assurance of these products are not yet 
readily available.

X-ray systems are known to have been used in laboratory situations to 
assist in product development but have suffered from the complexity  
available of the systems and the high capital outlay. Translating such 
capability to a routine quality assurance tool that can be sited close 
to a combiner and form part of the routine quality check of production 
is a complex engineering challenge.

A system has been devised that can be fitted into an existing physical 
test station – the Cerulean Quantum Neo – and used to routinely 
measure hidden segment length and diameters.

Quantum Neo x-ray shelf
The design of the shelf is fully integrated into the hardware and 
software of the Quantum Neo product. The system consists of a fully 
shielded enclosed system with fail safe interlocks that prevent the 
operator being exposed to any harmful x-rays in use or even when 
calibrating or servicing.

The shelf – designated Q – deploys a low energy focussed x-ray source 
and a linear imaging array. The sample under test is scanned between 
the source and imaging array and a full picture built of the product. 
Additional images to give orthogonal data can be generated by 
turning the sample and rescanning as part of the regime parameters.  
Internal standards are used to calibrate the linear dimensions of 
the device giving a high degree of accuracy in measurement (better 
than 50 microns). The images formed are automatically analysed for 
dimensional characteristics and then saved for possible review at a 
later stage.

A significant feature of the Q shelf is that it produces an image for 
analysis in a matter of seconds and so is compatible with the philosophy 
of the Quantum Neo test station, providing information for process 
control immediately at the maker. In contrast a conventional CAT 
scanner used in the laboratory may take many minutes to produce 
an image. 

How it works
To use the Q shelf the operator or 
supervisor is required to define 
a “brand” that has the nominal 
lengths of the segments entered 
with limits for the tolerance of 
these elements. It is also possible 
to enter the materials of each 
segment as this can be used for 
other features of the equipment 
such as the detection of voids.

Other information regarding 
construction can be entered such 
as the likely location of hidden 
capsules which can also be located 
by the x-ray system.

Once this brand data is entered 
and a stack regime selected )which 
defines what measurements are to 
be made and reported – the stack 
can also contain other physical 
measurements such as total length 
or PDV) the samples are entered 
into a hopper and the measurement 
started.

Each sample is tested automatically and the results displayed in the 
form of a report.

Experimental
THP devices that employ a carbon tip as a heat source were used for 
this test. A typical carbon tipped product is shown in figure 2.

These THP’s can be complex devices and one consisting of 7 separate 
elements with two overwrap papers was used to demonstrate the 
consistency of measurement. In all 50 samples were measured and 
segment lengths and diameters automatically measured.  

Results
Figure 2 shows and image of a typically complex THP product.

Measuring 5 batches of 10 rods provides a good measure of the 
individual segment lengths and diameters as well as the overall length 
and tipping length which can all be determined from the x-ray image. 

The build consistency is shown in the attached table 1 which gives batch 
means and standard deviation for the whole batch of 50 rods.

Conclusions
Without deploying the Quantum Neo Q shelf it is not possible to 
determine the accuracy of build of these complex THP products without 
either destroying the products with the errors in measurement inherent 
in a deconstructed product or finding a method of examination that 
looks within the product.

The Quantum Neo has been shown to provide sufficient resolution for 
physical analysis of components within THPs using x-rays, the samples 
remaining undamaged by the process.

The novel use of a scanning system allows the system to be both 
automated, simpler and more affordable than complex, conventional 
CAT scanning devices.
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        Fig. 1 Quantum Neo system

Table 1 Batch means 
and standard deviations 
for diameter and length 
of individual segments 
for 5 batches of 10 THP 
rods passed through the 
Quantum Neo Q shelf.

Fig. 2 Image of complex THP as 
taken by Cerulean Quantum Neo 
Q shelf – acquisition time <10 
seconds.


